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As a resort, you try to do the
best for your guests/
members. When they get
older, you adjust your
activities to keep them happy.
But what the resorts start
realising now is that because
they kept adjusting to their
current members, they
actually failed to attract new
ones. And then comes the
difficult part. Do they change
their tactics with the risk that
the members won’t be happy?
Or do they just keep things as
they are and see the average
age at the resort increasing?
Rok takes on a new mission: to explore new features on a nearby hillside (haurakinautrally.nz)

Nick & Lins February 28, 2021

Presi’s Piece

SI Vice President

The NZNF executive met at Wellington Naturist Club in
quite cool temperatures over the weekend of 2-4 July (read
between the lines: heavy frosts Friday and Saturday nights). A
lot was discussed and everyone brought their kind face to the
meeting.
We are in the depths of winter, when we would normally
expect visitor numbers to be low. The current restrictions on
global travel are certainly not helping the situation. However,
the reports we are hearing from clubs is that local visitor
numbers and prospective member numbers are well up on last
year. It seems Kiwis are truly exploring their own back yard,
and discovering our clubs as part of that journey.
I say it often, but you have a great team working for you,
and I am honoured to be the NZNF President, leading these
people:

As real mainlander, David was born in Christchurch but
brought up and educated in
Nelson. He studied law at
University, then practiced it
in Christchurch.
He's been a member of
Pineglades since 1973. In
recent years he's fulfilled
various committee positions
including President from
2017 to 2021.
He's been keenly active in
arranging previous Rallies
and also managed the revamp of Pineglade's grounds.
While living in Dunedin for several years he joined
Orchard Sun Club and instituted the K-cup, after the
construction of a new mini ten court there.
David now looks forward to seeing South Island clubs
promote themselves as an attractive lifestyle for those who
enjoy clothes free relaxation.
(John Lowe)



















The North Island and South Island Vice-Presidents are
available any time you need them, for advice on how to
run meetings, how to deal with issues, where to next, etc.
The Digital Platforms Coordinator (formerly Internet
Coordinator) is available to assist with any digital issues
you might have; website issues/design, email addresses,
Social media, etc. (see page 15.)
The Marketing Coordinator is there to assist you with
marketing your club, and on that note we have some
workshops programmed for the weekend after Labour
Weekend – watch this space!!
The Database Secretary maintains records of your
members and issues the NZNF cards.
The Treasurer and Secretary maintain the NZNF records
and are able to assist you if you are unsure what is
required to comply with the Incorporated Societies
requirements for your club.
The Merchandise Coordinator has lots of branded goodies
available. Have you thought about buying some and
gifting them to new members? Or buying products to onsell to your existing members?
Our nudesletter editor produces this great publication. If
you like it, share it.
Our Archivist maintains all the historical records for all
our clubs, but relies on you sending the documents
through.
The Sports Coordinator ensures that the NZNF Sports
rules are maintained and available to all clubs. Look out
for the addition of 3-Down this year (see page 13) and in
case you missed it, Kubb last year.
clubs@gonatural.co.nz includes all of us, as well as the
secretaries of all clubs. So you don’t need to maintain
your own email list – how easy is that?

Treasurer
Kathy and her late husband Max, joined ASC in 1988 and
HBNC in 2008, having
served on both committees as
secretary and treasurer.
Prior to Max’s death in
2017, Kathy was also on the
executive in the roles of both
secretary and treasurer. She
has remained an active
member of HBNC; travelling
down from Auckland for
weekends to assist with
working bees and a previous
rally organisation.
She is looking forward to time on the executive again,
travelling to the various clubs and renewing friendships with
members she and Max have met over the years.
Kathy is currently in Orewa, having time on the beach with
her dog and enjoying the lifestyle beach-living provides. (JL)
Recently, presidents’ Wendy (NZNF) and Mick (ANF) had
a chat about trans-Tasman relationships these interesting days.
Here’s the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dHLVqhpFZ4

It’s time to start thinking about your start-of-summer-season
events, beginning with Nude Gardening Day Downunder on
the Saturday of Labour Weekend. We hope to be partnering
with Yates again this year and will send you details of this
year’s focus as soon as we have more info.
That’s enough from me. Stay warm
and safe over winter, and be kind to
everyone around you.
Kia Kaha, Ka Kite
Wendy Lowe
President
NZ Naturist Federation
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This was the Pineglades polar plunge, held closest to shortest day on Sunday 20th June.
Those who participated were rewarded with pumpkin soup, mulled wine and a warm spa.
Needless to say there were more spectators than participants, given it was a cold wet day. (David S)

Graham W
Loretta, Murray, Dave, David, Kathryn, Rob, Peter

In February this year Ralph Riccalton,
a life member of Pineglades, passed
away and left his Bach at the club to the
members.
The Committee decided to utilise the
Bach as an office for the Custodian and
set about modernising it to make it fit
for purpose.
The Bach was one of the last in its
original state and contained a number of
items that the club considered should be
retained and displayed in the Bach.
Ralph had attended many of the
Rallies held at the club and saved the
plastic glasses that were produced for
the theme of the rally. He was also
known for his fruit salads which he
produced for pot luck meals and club
functions. On taking possession of the
Bach three unopened cans of fruit salad
ingredients were located. These have
now found their way to the display
cabinet along with the glasses, his nearly
100-year-old teddy bear and his mini-ten
bat.

The Bach is now commissioned as the
Custodian Office and visitors to the club
are now directed to sign in at the office
at 14 Gloria Avenue on arrival.
Ralph was in earlier days, a keen
gardener and the area in front of the
Bach has now been replanted with many
of Ralph’s favourite flowers.
Those visiting Pineglades are directed
by the signs on the main drive to go to
the Custodian’s Office, so hopefully
there’ll be no need to go searching
around the club for someone to assist
you track down your accommodation.
(David S)
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Heaven & Hell
The Centrepoint Story

Because I'd visited the place in the early days, when I (John
Lowe) heard that some of "The Centrepoint Story" was to be
told again on TV, it was for me; appointment viewing.
The first thing that hit me were the opening credits, lauding
"A Warner Bros Production - In association with TVNZ &
NZ on Air." In other words WB has presumably supplied the
most money while TVNZ & NZonAir, hadn't put so much
cash into it! Did that mean there would be an overtly
American take on this story?
Near the beginning I noted a couple of shots from, I think,
the first of the various documentaries shot in the early days of
Centrepoint; which opened for business around 1977.
So it looked like having our NZ television production being
taken over by a big American corporate didn't automatically
mean no more unmasked nudity on the telly... And I accept
that the production overall, was fairly good.

Afterward though, I began to realise that after establishing
the story arc; about the experience of one of several of the
Centrepoint kids, now a doctor; the dramatisations used to
maintain a grip on the later parts of the story had given it an
inauthentic tone. The plain innocent, nudity near the
beginning started drifting into scenes of slightly laboured
make-believe.
I'd noted that despite having an initial surface appearance of
contextually appropriate nudity, in fact any genitalia were
inevitably covered in some way - usually by having careful
camera angles or actual props like dressing gowns, even when
they were simply unnecessary.

Where did the original insistence on nudity by Bert Potter
come from? It is apparent that for anyone following the ethos
at both California's Esalen Institute, where 'encounter groups’
were established and Rajneesh's ashram (whose followers
were known here as ‘Orange People’) nudity and 'free sex'
could be easily established. Bert had attended both places.

After my first visit in the late ‘70s, I felt the Centrepoint
members were largely lapsed Catholics, attempting to recover
themselves as hopeful believers. Like Rajneesh, I don’t think
Bert actually promised anything to his followers - it was
mainly a case of simply encouraging hope and relaxation
through, among other things, nudity; and the sex was a simple
consequence of the new freedom from the strictures of a New
Zealand-style religious upbringing.
As many of you will understand, the creeping takeover of
our media by America made the likelihood of nudity-masking
exactly my fear and expectation - so I still wasn’t quite sure...
First I tackled Jennifer
Ward-Leyland because she
was listed as 'Intimacy
Coordinator' in the credits.
She politely responded that
she was too busy with
current intimacies (to be
bothered by old ones) and
simply passed the request on
to Natalie Malcon, the Producer/Director of this programme.
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Natalie responded, “In answer to your question regarding
decisions about nudity in the dramatisations - we were
guided by two things.
“Firstly - what the actors were comfortable with. In casting,
few actors were willing to appear fully nude, and with a
couple of exceptions our cast chose to either wear flesh
modesty coverings, or would only agree to be filmed where
they appeared to be nude, but were not in fact nude. In 2020
it is important that actors are heard and that nobody feels
coerced into anything they are not comfortable with.
“Secondly - [for] the kaupapa of our documentary, we
wanted to be very sensitive to the people whose stories we
were telling. The documentary tells the deeply personal
stories of abuse victims and it would be offensive to have
their traumatic stories alongside dramatisations that could be
seen as titillating for anyone.”

I accept both of those points, but in my view, given it was a
documentary built around the nature of Centrepoint, it
needed to better portray their actual ethos; otherwise you end
up with titillation. ‘Titillation’ is dependent on suggestion or
teasing. Being accurate and explicit is the antidote to this.
But how many non-naturists understand that?
On the first point, I was sadly astonished that so many
actors were too uncomfortable to disrobe 'in this day and
age'! Having said that, it seems to me that the solution to that
dilemma is in our own hands: we should have available a list
of members willing to help by putting their hand up to be
extras who wouldn't need to have producers engage anyone
as 'Intimacy Coordinator' - as happened for this production.
Here I was reminded that many years ago at the Wellington
Naturist Club an advertising agency (no idea of the name)
used a corner of the club’s unfinished hall to stage a fictitious
convention for an equally fictitious ‘Alpine Nudist club,’ and

also that the only actor for it simply could not be persuaded to
lose his undies for any shot, no matter the angle!
At the recent mid-year Federation meeting I discovered that
Warner Bros. had negotiated directly with Auckland Sun Club
to use it as the venue of choice for the dramatisations, which
were shot a year or so ago (with covid interruptions). But the
fact that it was WB that directly negotiated the naturist venue,
eases my suspicions about them being genitalia-shy, at least
when it comes to their local product.
I note though that in it's review of the production, The
Spinoff used the photo (reproduced under the title, overleaf)
but cropped it right on the line shown. I can only guess that
they worried that showing a toddler's penis, could be either
illegal (or maybe just offensive) - but how many could actually see it? Anyway, in this context it’s certainly not illegal!

I think that Centrepoint’s nudity was originally innocent but
became conflated with 'sex' because that’s what males often
do. So the alpha males in charge, under Bert; set the rules,
soon including sex; then eventually drugs.
I strongly suspect that Bert sought enlightenment; but he
only got woke (as they say these days). Still that's something,
and if you back it up with a bit of charisma (and bright blue
eyes) people tend to fall for their own perceived promise. It’s
John Lowe
just a pity about the collateral damage: the kids!
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More WNC from above

Wellington‘s Blair Hinton (top, centre) collected quite a lot of pool people

But there weren’t quite enough noodles to amuse everybody
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What is Naturism to you?
While chatting with other naturists, browsing naturist websites and reading the writings of naturist writers, I realized
that naturism means different things to each of us. Even, and
above all, when we talk to textiles, naturism is defined, perceived and understood differently. I’ll try to go through these
views.
Even though it’s not about putting on labels or putting people in boxes, it is interesting to consider different points of
view to better understand the differences and live better together in harmony. Naturism is not the answer to the evil of
disrespect or the answer to more tolerance in the world. It
carries with it values that are necessary for a more peaceful,
gentler and more respectful world. Understanding the point
of view of others allows us to better meet everyone’s expectations and to contribute to this listening if necessary.
The disgusted textile
“Me naked? Never. It’s only for animals and crazy people.”
How many times have I heard a sentence like this? Not only
does it degrade the concept, it reduces the concept of naturism and it does not seek to consider a different point of view,
above all it closes the door to any open or benevolent discussion.
Nudity then, is seen as dirty and shameful, and its practitioners ostracized; labelled as uneducated people. The textile
then looks away, shocked by this nudity exposed for all to
see. This person will close the bathroom door and come out
only dressed. There is usually no point in trying to convince
them with rational arguments. Their mental construction of
nudity is firmly anchored by religious, social, cultural or
moral principles.
It will then be almost impossible to undress in the presence
of such a person. The only hope is to make them accept nudity and to admit its harmlessness. In short, to transform it
from disgusted textiles into disinterested textiles.
The disinterested textile
The disinterested textile is one that social nudity does not
interest, so they does not interfere with others. They see no
reason to undress alone or with others and are comfortable
with their clothes, even a simple swimsuit.
However, these textiles will not be too bothered by the
sight of naturists and will be able to coexist with “naked
butts.” They show a form of respect by staying dressed while
those around enjoy the freedom of nudity.
These are the people naturists are looking for first. They
allow them to live naked while respecting their desire to be
clothed. Respect is then mutual and harmony can be found.
Disinterested textiles can also, in contact with these happy
naturists, be tempted by the experience of nudity. They then
go into the camp of curious textiles.
The curious textile
A textile becomes curious and questions this need to be
naked and the benefits of simple, shared nudity. The naturist
will then be best inspired not only to answer the questions,
but above all to offer them an opportunity to try.
The first experience is often decisive. Being accompanied
by one or more seasoned naturists is a big plus for your comfort. Surrounded by experienced nudists, the curious can feel
confident with immediate answers to their questions.

A point that seems crucial to me with the curious, is to help
transform their attempt at naturism. For example, by offering
them another outing, a barbecue or a stay in a naturist resort.
Naturism needs more regular practitioners. Help them to pass
on the bright side - to become a convincing naturist, and at
least for the moment: bohemian.
The bohemian naturist
Naturism is practiced in a naturist area with other naturists.
If this statement is true, it is well suited to new naturists who
wish to practice this art of living on weekends and on vacation. It is then bohemian naturism, which is experienced in a
regulated and authorized space.
This is very good and it seems to suit a majority of naturists. This helps bring naturism and naturist spaces to life,
including beaches and free spaces like the one in the Bois de
Vincennes in the East of Paris.
If the bohemian naturist likes to be naked in the middle of
other naturists, they do not necessarily consider practicing
their naturism elsewhere. It is then the meeting of a comfortable or hard-working naturist who can present them with the
alternatives available for the practice of naturism and they
can become completely comfortable.
The comfortable naturist
The comfortable naturist becomes comfortable when it’s
become a real art of living that begins at home. Transforming
your home into a naturist haven is a major step in creating
comfort.
Making your home a naturist place makes nudity a daily art
of living. Almost nothing at home requires the wearing of
clothing apart from some hazardous work such as frying bacon. It is therefore possible, even in winter, to live naked:
only dress for going out.
New perspectives open up, for example that of transposing
this everyday nudity to another place. A trip to the countryside? Naturist! A weekend with friends? Naturist! A short
stay away from home? Naturist! And now our comfortable
naturist is on the way to relentlessness.
The relentless naturist
This last type of naturist, I describe as relentless, because
for him or her, any occasion is good to get naked. The house
is their naturist haven of peace, but any place can become it.
A forest is a naturist place. All the beaches are naturist
places. Hiking trails include naturists. As soon as the weather
permits, the relentless naturist seeks to be naked. The sight of
a swimsuit gives them pimples. Clothing is a hindrance to
their well-being.
If they respect textiles, they want that respect to be mutual.
they don’t hesitate to ask if they can get naked whenever
possible. Nudity is their first choice. You could call them
obsessed by naturism, I can accept that, because that’s what I
think I am, but in a good way. Not something that consumes
me, but makes me happy. Because naturism does make me
happy!
Strip naked, stay naked, live naked and share the naked
Marc - January 20, 2021
love!
https://www.nudeandhappy.com/2021/01/20/what-is-naturism-for-you/

Do consider the possibilities when you take a picture for gonatural!
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Diners seen naked in Dunedin restaurant

Julie Patterson
The cause of all the commotion...

Julie Patterson

Dunedin authorities have been investigating the multiple sightings of at least forty
unclothed diners who drew crowds of onlookers to the idyllic harbour-side town of
Portabello, on Saturday evening. This usually quiet settlement had a ‘rude awakening’ as one local watchman put it, and another local, Ethel, innocently walking her
poodle claimed to have been too slow looking away and was ‘mooned’! Some
drinkers in the local pub across the road from the main entrance were reported
injured in the rush to windows and exit doors, spilling much beer.
This reporter managed to be airlifted in for an exclusive interview with the rebel
organisers in the steaming hot environment of the 1908 Restaurant. Ms Lynn
Cooke, also well known as the ‘Mayoress of Naturism’ in Otago, said the diners
had converged en mass here from all over Canterbury, Otago and Southland, and
apologised for the local congestion caused, “It happens every year here,” she said
“and some of the locals must have got wind of it but didn’t reserve a seat.”
“We are just a small but active naturist club called Alpine, and don’t like to rock
any local boats, so to say.” The Mayoress suggests calling her on 022 457 2352 to
ensure you don’t miss out again next July.
Oblivious to the outside commotion, the naked diners were treated to the famous
Otago Pinot Noir wines and a winter assortment of delectable delights. As the
president Mr Allan Joss esq. put it, “It’s not just the ladies cheeks glowing tonight,”
as he backed up to the enormous open fire.
Jeremy Kelleher, gonatural reporter, Dunedin, July 24

The Mayoress and President Allan Joss

It is perfectly legal to be naked in your garden
As an apparently sultry weekend beckons, here's some things you might like to
know if you are eager to throw off those
hot, uncomfortable, unnecessary clothes
(bathing costumes included) and enjoy
the great weather!
During the heatwave, we’ve seen the
question posed across the media and it’s
a bit annoying to Naturists that there is
even a suggestion that it might not be.
The Sexual Offences Act 2003 was
carefully worded to exclude Naturism it is perfectly ok to take your clothes off
to enjoy the sun and the breeze on your
skin, or the life-affirming feeling of
swimming without a costume. However,
if you do so because you have the intention of causing ‘alarm and distress’ then
it could be a criminal offence though the
onus is on the onlooker to prove the intent. Despite what many media reports
suggest, merely being ‘offended’ is not
enough to warrant a call to the authorities. Let’s face it, in this Mrs Grundy
society, they’d be inundated!
It follows that nudity is permissible in
all public places…and how could it not
be? It’s our natural state. It’s only social
conditioning that tells us that certain
parts of our body are - choose your own
adjective: shameful, disgusting, sexual,
offensive, ridiculous - and must therefore be hidden away. The harmful
growth in poor body image and almost
obsessive focus on appearance as the
only measure of a person’s worth is entirely because we’ve suppressed normal
bodies so much that no-one knows what

British Naturism

James Johnstone

normal is anymore and the only indicator of how to be, is the airbrushed celebrity. Sadly, the same conditioning has
led people to conclude that a nude person, especially a man, must be up to no
good. No-one, children included, has
ever been harmed by the sight of a naked
person.
We’re aware of the sensitivities
though. Many people never think to
challenge what their parents and teachers taught them when they were very
young. That social conditioning, the
stigma and taboos, are thus ingrained
and it takes a lot to change attitudes.
Whilst it’s perfectly legal, Naturists will
rarely be nude in very public places, it’s
too easily misunderstood, or treated with
suspicion, and it only takes one member
of the public to make a fuss and the
damage is done. We’ve worked with the
police and the number of arrests and

cautions has plummeted, but still pockets of ignorance remain.
Being neighbourly is desirable, so Naturists sunbathing in their back garden
will generally choose a spot that isn’t
too overlooked and will often speak to
neighbours who can see into their garden
to advise them they may catch a glimpse
of naked flesh. Anecdotal evidence and
long experience shows that most
neighbours couldn’t care less. It’s also
not uncommon for them to say ‘Great!
We do that too!’
Wearing clothes of any description
during hot weather can be uncomfortable and stripping down to nothing
(whatever your mother might say) is
sensible and not at all provocative.
So, go ahead. Strip off. Enjoy the sun
and the exhilarating feeling of being
naked.
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KNP: Cabin for sale!

Karl Procter and his wife have a unit
for sale at the Katikati Naturist Park.
They are looking for a potential buyer
among our readers. All the details are
listed on Trade Me (Property ID:
#HBF694; $116,000 ono).
Karl can be contacted directly via:karl.wen@hotmail.com or 0274059160.

372 Lake Road, Orua Downs, PO Box
980, Palmerston North, 4440.
027 390 4428
manawatu@gonatural.co.nz
www.manawatunaturistclub.co.nz
Manawatu Naturist Club
Don’t forget we have 2 baches
available for hire, both with heating!
So if you’re wanting to come and stay
for a weekend just get in touch with
our wonderful PRO, Norm please, on
027 390 4428.

Some South Island options - to or from Invercargill?

Marble Hills Retreat
Camping

Palmerston!
Are you looking for naturistfriendly accommodation in North
Otago?
Steve and Shelli Mears are
offering a range of
accommodation from farm-stay
bed and breakfast to tent and
camper sites on their small farm
right beside SH1 north of
Palmerston in Otago.
Despite it’s handy location the
house offers a very private
setting with a large garden
surrounded by trees and farm
land which is well suited to the
naturist lifestyle. Visitors are
welcome for overnight or longer
stays by arrangement.
Steve and Shelli are active
members of Southern Free
beaches and keen to host other
naturists and share their idyllic
location and self-sufficient
lifestyle.

Steve and Shelli can
be contacted at

steveandshelli@xtra.co.nz
or by phone on
027 221 8500

Marahau!

On a 1000 acre
property, a retreat
from
the
modern
lifestyles - to camping
as it used to be:
surrounded by nature.
Our property is a
working lifestyle farm
situated
a
short
distance
from
the
popular Abel Tasman
National park in a
quiet valley with lots of
wild-life, tracks for
hiking or maybe some
mountain biking.
The higher parts of
the property offer views
of Tasman Bay.
Although the camp is
textile the rest of the
property offers plenty
of secluded areas for
the naturist lifestyle
Ph (03) 527 8212
email:
kmfry51@gmail.com
Location: 78 Moss Rd
Marahau, Motueka
NZMCA discounts apply

Hosts: Michael &
Elaine Fry
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Hauraki Naturally’s Rok proposed members celebrate the shortest day (Monday June 21st) but:We had planned to celebrate solstice by relaxing in warm pools dug in the sand at
Hot Water Beach. We officially pulled the plug on the event because of storm damage to the beach, rendering the sand unusable for a functional spa pool. But 4 of us
went anyway just to have a look. The storm had scoured out about 1.5 meters depth
of sand, which made the hot water area still at ocean level even at low tide. Hopefully nature will restore the beach in due course, as this is an internationally known
tourist spot.
We weren't the only crazy solstice revelers there. We were eventually joined by a
group of young European tourists, a Chinese family, and an American couple.
Not the day we'd had in mind, but worth the trip out there to check the beach. At
least we got to bury our feet into the sand to warm our toes!
Mike commented: Shame about the beach, although I think it's better at Kawhia.
(Not so many tourists)
Andrew pointed out though:
Kawhia is nice, Mike - I remember going there some years ago. It's a bit out of our
area, unfortunately. We didn't mind the tourists - they are always interesting to talk
to, and often curious about naturism. So that's a positive thing from our perspective.

Popular Kiwi photographer John Crawford's work, Aerial Nudes, is on display in Auckland
Aerial Nudes, all taken between 1984
and 1987, is a series of birds-eye-view
photographs with a striking nude image
in the centre of each, surrounded by
different landscapes.
Each image was carefully thought out
and composed, shot on a colour 35mm
film, before computers, drones and
Photoshop ever existed.
“I shot them all from the helicopter,
I’d fly around in a small fixed wing
plane first and find the location, then
we’d know exactly where we’d put the
model,” Crawford said.
“I used the body just for scale really to
show that we as human beings are very
infinitesimal in comparison to the size of
the beautiful universe we live in.”
The images were all shot in Taranaki
and each photo has its own story to tell.

AUCKLAND SUN CLUB INC.
Share our slice of Paradise!
Enjoy superb naturist facilities in
2ha of bush in the Waitakere
Ranges: Sauna, spa, swimming
pool, camping, comfortable
clubhouse. Ph: 09 814 9973

P.O. Box 20 257, Glen Eden, Auckland
Email: asc@gonatural.co.nz
Website: asc.gonatural.co.nz

“People always say to me how did you
get the train to stop,” Crawford said
about one titled Nude & Train, to which
he joked, “I say you tie your wife to the
rail line naked, and the train will stop!”
His now ex-wife, Carina Crawford was
the model in all the photos. She says
lying on the tracks at the time, with a
sarong tucked underneath her was “very
uncomfortable to be honest”.
She’d often lie in a spot for a good 20
to 30 minutes while John was “usually
hanging out of a helicopter”, as she
waited for “the thumbs up” signal.
“It was a lot of fun and I’m so pleased
it's lived on all this time,” she said. But
the works weren’t always considered art.
Carina recalls how people perceive
nudes differently all the time, and that
“people have always perceived them
differently”. The model who bared all
for the world also took on heavy
criticism at the time.
See three of John’s pictures next page.

“In the 80s it was interesting that I had
to really defend John, women rang me
up on my landline in those days to say
that I’ve been abused by Crawford and
that I should leave him,” she said.
In 1988 a few prestigious international
magazines featured his work.
“A lot of magazines asked me and I
said yes. A lot of magazines used them
without my permission but back then I
didn’t care. Playboy was a minor one,
which people see as tacky but I've been
pretty lucky to have it in some
prestigious international photographic
books too, which I’m more proud of,”
Crawford said. In 2012 it all went viral
online. The unearthed nudes became a
global sensation, with the likes of BBC
and the Daily Mail contacting him.
“I didn’t know which way to go, I was
getting emails, literally hundreds of
emails a night sometimes and people
wanted to buy, represent my work. I was
inundated by requests,” Crawford said.
But he didn’t see it fit to show off the
entire collection until now. “I thought
this was the right time to show a series
that to me has been very personal. Way
back then I didn’t want to show too
many people but now I’m happy with it.
It’s so close to my heart because the
model was my wife and the mother of
my beautiful children so nothing's more
personal than that.”
Dozens showed up for the opening
night of Aerial Nudes at Rosie Café in
Parnell. “No one had done this before,
maybe done since but not as well…
that’s cheeky, eh,” John said.
Crawford is well-known for his many
other photographs, most notably the
Homeless collection which raised close
to $80,000 for the Auckland City
Vandhna Bhan
Mission in 2017.
(One-news 18/6/21)
See three of the pictures, next page ->
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From cover to cover & brink to brink

Lordey, Lordey; well done! It’s been quite a while since John & Yoko tested the possibilities of record covers on the brink of ‘okay...’

After nearly 40 years boxed up in storage, Kiwi Photographer John Crawford has
released one of his most personal collections, in Auckland recently. (See page 10.)

Orchard Sun Club Inc. 23 Harwood St,
RD 2, Dunedin, 9077, 022 478 0903
windfallsutton@gmail.com
orchard.gonatural.co.nz

https://bopsc.gonatural.co.nz/
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69th NZNF Festival –
Southern Naturally - Southern Fare

Registration Form (see back page)
AGM is from 10am, 29th Dec 2021

(opening after the AGM)
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Southern Free Beaches

Naturist Retreat

Where : Berwick Lodge – Berwick

When : Friday 18th Feb to Sunday 20th Feb 2022
$70 per adult / $38 per child (at school)
This includes a small contribution for canoes and sauna
& a two course meal on Saturday night.
If you wish to opt out of the meal, the cost will be $57 per adult and $28 per child.
(Please advise us of any dietary restrictions or allergies)
Or if you just want to come for a visit, Berwick Lodge charges $10 per person for the day

For more information or to RSVP:
please contact:

Julie 027 471 8941
southernfreebeaches@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/southernfreebeaches
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At the last AGM, a motion was put forward to include 3-down as
an official NZNF sport, which was approved by the members. This
game is called Cornhole in the US, and by the look of it, widely
played. There are even national championships, see it on YouTube.
Waikato Outdoor Society has been playing this for a while. We
even had some games at the AGM - a lot of fun.
Paul from WOS has kindly provided the booklet he’s compiled
which has the basic rules (as below) and easy to understand instructions on how to make the equipment.

This game is a lot of fun and children can compete against adults
just as easily as they do in pètanque. 3-down will be played officially at Southern Naturally for the first time, and medals awarded to
the winners!
Paul’s booklet is available from:https://gonatural.co.nz/information/sports-and-the-nznf/ so why not
get a capable home handyman at your club to: get building?
Regards, Murray

Rules for 3 Down
3 Down is a fun game to play. It can be a great equaliser as there
is more luck that skill at times. We hope you enjoy it.
Object of 3 Down:
1. Have fun.
2. To score points by having your sacks land and stay on the board or
go down the hole.
How to set up 3 Down:
The boards are setup opposite each other being 6 to 8 metres apart. 8 metres for competition. This should be
measured from the front of the boards. This will enable the players to stand either side in turns standing at the front
but not in front of the board. If measured from the back of the board players stand behind the board to play. We
play in a Kubb court with the boards 300 – 500mm over the line and stand behind the line to play.
Scoring:
For competition use a blackboard/whiteboard and record the ends like indoor bowls. This will include the spectators
seeing the results and cheer for their team.
How to play 3 Down:
3 Down can be played as 2 singles playing each other, or as 2 pairs playing each other or as a group of individuals
playing each other.
Singles
1. As Singles, you either play with one board and stand behind a line and play in turns.
2. With two boards playing together from the same end back and forth.
Pairs/Team
1. As a pair your partner/team member is at the opposite end to you.
2. You each stand with a player from the other team.
3. You do not swap ends.
4. From one end the players take turns to throw their teams coloured
sacks.
As a Group
1. As a group of individuals with one board you throw the 4 sacks
one at a time.
2. Scores are recorded.
An ’origin’ game? ‘Boules’ (from a 1993 BN mag)
3. A winner is declared after all players have had the same number
of turns.
4. That is, the first player may have a total of 21 points after 5 ends but must wait until all players have had 5
ends to be declared the winner.
Rules for 3 Down:
1. Players must stand behind the line to throw.
2. Players must throw under-arm.
3. Points are counted after each end when players have thrown all their sacks.
4. One point for each sack on the board and 3 points for each sack down the hole.
5. Sacks half down the hole are still in the board.
6. Sacks on the ground/floor or leaning on the board do not count.
7. The player/team at the end of a turn to get to 21 or over wins.

8. In the event of a tie, both teams on the same score 21 or over. Play continues with one sack each, until
there is a winner.
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Counties Sun

Renting the
Counties
Club cabin

An update - this last year has
been challenging for various
reasons - not the least Covid - and Fancy staying out at the
we'd like to attract more members club, but tents aren’t your
and visitors. At present we are thing?
refurbishing our visitors cabin, Why not try our cabin?
and have lots of powered and
unpowered sites for visitors. It is It’s warm, private and cosy,
close to all club facilities,
a great location for people passing and can be booked for a
through Auckland to drop in en- very reasonable fee of $20
route south on SH1 and stay a per night for members and
night or two. We are only two $40 per night for nonintersections and less than 1km members. There are other
off SH1 - but now only accessible fees for non-members using
club facilities: ask one of the
from the Ramarama interchange.
committee for prices.
Significant land developments
in our area mean that Ramarama We also have powered sites
Road is now a dead-end one - but for caravans and camperthat has worked well for us and vans for rent. You can also
rent a site for the year and
we are handily located as the last keep your caravan onsite.
property - not unlike the
Wellington club. We are now If you do you fancy camping
adjacent to, but well screened under the stars there’s lots
from; the Drury South commercial of room to do this too.
development. Yet another club in what was once a rural area - but where urban and commercial development is occurring,
whether we like it or not.
Best regards, Steve Budd, Vice President, Counties Sun Club

SOUTH CANTERBURY SUN CLUBGERALDINE

scsc@gonatural.co.nz

nudvan@gonatural.co.nz
PO Box 619,
Waikato MC,
Hamilton 3240
New Zealand
027 664 5526

Waikato Outdoor Society Inc.
Come and relax at our Hamilton complex

To enjoy our wonderful piece of paradise
Ph [Peggy] 027 631 5883
Email: waikato.outdoor@gonatural.co.nz

Two basic cabins with double
beds and bunks, available for
hire, but linen is not supplied.

Email: southernnaturally@gonatural.co.nz

www.waikato.gonatural.co.nz 
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Update from the NZNF Digital Platforms Coordinator
Hi,
We, the NZNF committee, had a constructive meeting at the Wellington Naturist Club recently, which just
happened to coincide with their mid-winter Christmas dinner. Yum!

We all came away with a ‘to do’ list each and one of mine was to provide a brief overview to the clubs on how the
domain name based email system works. That is, email addresses such as mine webmaster@nznf.nz or
something like president@aonc.gonatural.nz.
Each club has a committee and on the committee are a number of named positions such as president, secretary,
treasurer, newsletter, works etc.
If you look at the various newsletters that are published you will see many clubs have domain name based email
addresses while others use gmail or some other provider. This is a matter of personal choice of course.
However, as an affiliate to the NZNF, each club can request domain name based email addresses for any of their
committee positions, or other things too (for example, it could be someone that acts in an official capacity but
outside of committee).
Ok, so I get a domain based email address, what does that actually mean?
There are several ways you can utilise your new address:

 Simply have any mail to your domain address forwarded to your personal email account. When you reply to
an email it goes out as your personal email account.

 Log into the webmail system using your domain based email address and the provided password, and
receive and send all of your email that way, and it goes out as your domain based email address.

 If you use Outlook or any other email program such as Thunderbird, Bluemail, your iPad email program, then
you can create a separate account on any of these so that when you send email, it goes out as your portfolio
name and is separate from your other email accounts.
Or, if you like to use Gmail then you can set up a totally different account on Gmail so that your domain based
email is separate and when you send email it goes out from your portfolio name.
Step by step instructions are provided for any of the above options, and I can also assist over Zoom, Teams,
phone, or in person.
What happens when the committee changes and someone takes over the portfolio? Simple, the club secretary
simply informs me of the new incumbents and their email address. I then change the relevant email address
password and work with the incumbent to set them up. I have just done this with AONC, a simple painless process.
Cheers, Murray

Murray Nash
Digital Platforms Coordinator
New Zealand Naturist Federation
(027) 664-5526
webmaster@nznf.nz
gonatural.co.nz
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Eco Village Spiritualist Naturist Community
About
A little about the background.
The Concept has been around for decades. A reverted farm
property of 100 acres was purchased back in May 1975 in the
Far North. Mangonui, in Doubtless Bay to be precise. Some
time soon after that I was contacted by John Lowe to see if I
would be interested in setting it up as a Naturist Retreat.
However, I felt that with the general aspect of the property
being largely visible from the road, it would not be suitable.
However, whenever I stayed on the property – being treated
as a “holiday” retreat from city life – I did, when over in the
back part not visible from the road, shed the textiles and
wearing only sandals and a cap, cleared the fence lines and
areas with chainsaw and slasher. At that time and being
connected to a holistic group, I did take some people to the
property on a couple of occasions but their enthusiasm
waned on arrival when they saw the prospects of having to
work! The property became a casualty of one of life’s misadventures about 15 years ago and is now being cared for by
the appreciative owners. Fast forward and more recently, the
notion has revived now to find and develop not the dream but
a viable self sustaining community project that would cater
for all aspects of lifestyle and occupation.
My objective is to develop a vibrant enterprise which will
evolve from a partially bush clad estate, sufficiently large
enough and capable of producing revenue from crops,
orchards, livestock while also providing a venue to host
retreats for holistic workshops, such as: Yoga, Meditation,
Spiritualistic and other holistic devotions. These too then
providing an income for the Community.

Alongside these and in support thereof, will be the resident
component. This being made up firstly of the Core Founders,
who it is envisaged will live on-site in their own or communal buildings. Also the resident Staff including administration and long term workers. Then the more temporary
residents being woofers, visitors, workshop attendees, holidaymakers, etc.
Fundamentally, it is a Naturist community, but because of
the multi-facet nature of the establishment, provision will be
provided for the “Textiled” community - who will have the
opportunity - but not the necessity - to be introduced to the
naturist lifestyle.
Structure
The various “segments or entities” and how they would fit
into the overall concept, as well as the different “tiers” of
membership and other interested parties, are dealt with under
their own separate headings.
The emphasis incorporated in the structure of the Community being “future proofed” to not only prevent failure of
the Community as a whole but as importantly, to provide a
stable and profitable foundation to enhance the viability and
ongoing successful expansion of the project. Thus, the Community, rather than being one entity would be set up as an
entity of independent modules but under the Umbrella of the
organisation. This would prevent the failure of the whole
Community in the unfortunate event should one module fail.
The initial enterprise could well be the start of similar
Robert Hoyle
Communities based on this concept.
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Some places to go
Below is an alphabetic list of the known naturist options one There are two main ID systems: the Federation’s Central ID
can contact around this country. (Please let me know of any number, and the Free Beaches’ (yellow) ID card. Both indithat have been missed!) No clubs are now under lockdown!
cate your naturist credentials if visiting a venue other than
First are all the (‘landed’) clubs (Alpine Lakes is an exception) ‘one’s own’. But please note that the host being visited has
then are listed the known privately operated venues, ending complete authority over any visitor - the ID’s do not bestow
in any ‘rights’ whatever, over the host’s absolute authority.
with the National organisations. * Indicates an ad elsewhere.
Naturist Federation Members
1.

Alpine Lakes Naturist Club, Central Otago, Alan 022 603 1439, alpinelakes@gonatural.co.nz
alpinelakes.gonatural.co.nz
2. * Auckland Outdoor Naturist Club PO Box 95235, Swanson, Waitakere 0653, 09 833 9209 www.aonc.nz
3. * Auckland Sun Club PO 755A West Coast Rd, Oratia, Auckland 0604, 09 814 9973 asc@gonatural.co.nz
4.
asc.gonatural.co.nz
5. * Bay of Plenty Sun Club Inc. PO Box 838, Whakatane, 3120, 027 440 5157 bopsc@gonatural.co.nz
bopsun.gonatural.co.nz
6. Canterbury Free Beaches PO Box 20295, Bishopdale, Christchurch 8543, 03 310 6447 fredbear@freebeaches.org.nz
freebeaches.org.nz
7. * Counties Sun Club 112 Ramarama Road, Ramarama, Drury RD3, Auckland 2579, 027 296 2795
counties@gonaturaI.co.nz countiessunclub.com
8. * Hawkes Bay Naturist Club 1504 Glengarry Road, RD 2, Napier 4182, 027 450 0557 HBNC@gonatural.co.nz
hawkesbay.gonatural.co.nz
9. * Katikati Naturist Park 149 Wharawhara Road, RD2, Katikati, 3178, Chris Novis, 0800 456 7567 katikati-naturistpark.co.nz - info@katikati-naturist-park.co.nz
10. * Manawatu Naturist Club Inc. PO Box 980, Palmerston North, 4440, 027 390 4428 manawatu@gonatural.co.nz
www.manawatunaturistclub.co.nz
11. * Nelson Sun Club PO Box 33, Upper Moutere, Nelson 7144, 027 710 8025 secretary@nelsonnaturally.co.nz
www.nelsonnaturally.co.nz
12. * Orchard Sun Club Inc. 23 Harwood St, RD 2, Dunedin 9077, 022 478 0903 windfallsutton@gmail.com
orchard.gonatural.co.nz
13. * Pineglades Naturist Club PO Box 1823, Christchurch, 8140, 021 052 2528 pinegIades@gonaturaI.co.nz
pineglades.gonatural.co.nz
14. Rotota Sun Club Inc. PO Box 1164, Taupo 3351, 07 333 7105 rototasunclub@gonatural.co.nz rotota.gonatural.co.nz
15. * South Canterbury Sun Club PO Box 13, Geraldine 7956, 021 123 5904 scsc@gonatural.co.nz scsc.gonatural.co.nz
16. Southern Free Beaches www.facebook.com/southernfreebeaches 027 471 8941southernfreebeaches@gmail.com
17. * Southern Naturally 329 Guise Road, RD1 Otautau, 9689, 027 224 2724, southernnaturally@gonatural.co.nz
southernsun.gonatural.co.nz
18. * Taranaki Naturists Club 297 Brown Rd, RD42, Waitara, 4382, 027 439 0543, 027 542 1813, 027 444 2941
taranaki.naturists.club@gonatural.co.nz taranakinaturistsnz.com
19. * Waikato Outdoor Society Inc. PO Box 619, Hamilton 3240, 027 631 6883 waikato.outdoor@gonatural.co.nz
waikato.gonatural.co.nz
20. * Wellington Naturist Club 20 Molloys Road, Te Marua, Upper Hutt 5018, 027 330 6212
secretary@wellingtonnaturists.co.nz wellingtonnaturists.co.nz
National Naturist Organisations
1 * Free Beaches NZ PO Box 20295, Bishopdale, Christchurch 8543, 06 879 9262, 03 310 6447
fredbear@freebeaches.org.nz freebeaches.org.nz
 * NZ Naturist Federation PO Box 619, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton 3240, gonatural.co.nz (shop)
3 * NZ NUDVAN PO Box 619, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton 3240, nudvan@gonatural.co.nz nudvan.gonatural.co.nz
Non-Federation options
1
2
3
4
5 *
6
7
8 *
9
10

Autumn Farm 37 Central Takaka Rd, Takaka 7183, 03 525 9013 stay@autumnfarm.com
Bay of Plenty Naturists Bethlehem, Tauranga, bopnaturists@gmail.com www.bopnaturists.blogspot.com
First Light Mangawhai Jude Road, Mangawhai 021 544 820 firstlightmangawhai@gmail.com
Hauraki Naturally 1094 SH 25, Andrew Cook, haurakinaturally.nz (07) 211 9106 haurakinaturally@gmail.com
Marble Hills Retreat, 78 Moss Road, Marahau, Motueka Michael & Elaine Fry, kmfry@farmside.co.nz 03 527 8212
Mapua Leisure Park 33 Tory St, Mapua, Nelson bookings@mapualeisurepark.co.nz (togs optional February & March)
Northland Naturists Whangarei, 09 438 7163 027 483 1724, nothlandnaturists@gmail.com
Palmerston (south) Steve & Shelli Mears, SH1, Palmerston Otago, steveandshelli@xtra.co.nz, 027 221 8500
Parakai Springs 150 Parkhurst Rd Parakai, 0800 468 768 info@parakaisprings.co.nz
Rosco & Raewyn Ostrich & emu Ltd, 388 Kaimaumau Rd, RD1, Awanui, 09 406 8807 ostemu@gmail.com
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A very rare opportunity!
To all those who are, or would be; interested in becoming
a part of this project, please contact the Originator /
Founder by email at robhoyle@robhoyle.co.nz to be kept
updated with progress. A project of this magnitude will
require many, with a wide variety of skills and professions
who can volunteer to make it a reality. As a well known
yachtsman once said, “you can achieve anything if you
stay focused” - or words to that effect. (With apologies to
Sir Peter Blake). This will require some time to put together, but
with some assistance from those enthusiastic, it will happen. While
the basic format is being put together, I would also be keen to hear
from those who could help provide the necessary funding to invest
in a suitable property, when one becomes available. This would be
the first of a number of investment opportunities as the project
develops.
(But see page 17 first!)

New Zealand Naturist Federation
PO Box 619 Waikato Mail Centre
Hamilton 3240
New Zealand
Phone: +64 27 664 5526
E-mail: webmaster@nznf.nz
Or: editor@gonatural.co.nz

The Federation Personnel

Back issues of

Wendy Lowe
President
president@nznf.nz

Murray Nash
Digital Platforms Co-ordinator
webmaster@nznf.nz

Wilma Kremer
Secretary
secretary@nznf.nz

Ken Mercer
Sports Co-ordinator
sports@gonatural.co.nz

Kathy Earby
Treasurer
treasurer@nznf.nz

Noel Thomas
Business Manager
magazine@gonatural.co.nz

Nick Lowe
NI Vice President
nivp@nznf.nz

Constance Gervasi
Marketing Officer
Marketing@nznf.nz

David Saunders
SI Vice President
sivp@nznf.nz

Mark Kennedy
Merchandiser
shop@gonatural.co.nz

Christine Bowers
Database Secretary
database@nznf.nz

John Lowe
Editor gonatural newsletter
editor@gonatural.co.nz

Astrid Nichole
Social Media
Social-media@gonatural.co,nz

If anyone would like to purchase
copies of the gonatural Magazine we
have a number of the issues from 1990
to 2019 available.
We can fit 4 in an envelope so we’re
selling sets of 4, including postage in
NZ, for $10.00 payment by Direct
Credit to our bank, or $11.00 for credit
card payment. (Postage is about $5.00).
The magazines are currently in storage.
For a list of what issues are available
please email Noel at:magazine@gonatural.co.nz

Please note that the nznaturists@... email is no longer valid.
To see previous gonaturals go to:

https://gonatural.co.nz/news/2/11/NZNF-News/

This certificate verifies that gonatural (previously The New Zealand
Naturist) is available in New Zealand without restriction (the equivalent
of a ‘G’ certificate for a film) so there is no age restriction on children.
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For your own copy of the 21/22 Festival Registration form: gonatural.co.nz/cms2/uploads/festivals/registrationform.pdf

